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Note from the Editor:	
	
In the annual motel issue, we will travel back to the 1950’s when families first hit the open 
road to explore “America”.  We will explore Swizzle Sticks from the Thunderbird, The Holiday 
Inn and the Howard Johnson’s motels.	
		
Our new column “Ripped from the Pages” features an article previously published in and 
ISSCA newsletter.  This issue we’ve selected an article from April,1995 on Howard 
Johnson’s.   	
 
      Pam Ashlund	
	
HOLIDAY INN	
The name Holiday Inn was given to the original hotel by his architect Eddie Bluestein as a joke, in 

reference to the 1942 Christmas-

themed, musical film Holiday Inn, starring Bing 

Crosby and Fred Astaire. The first Holiday Inn 

opened at 1941 Summer Avenue in Memphis.  

It was demolished in the 1990’s now marked by 

a plaque commemorating the site. 

The company’s mission was embodied by its 

“Great Sign,” a glowing, exploding supernova of 

light and neon built to draw drivers off the 

highway and into its rooms while spelling out 

the purity of both its ideals and its bed sheets. 

 

“Holiday Inn’s sign” says Andrew Wood, an 

authority on motel history. “…communicated the playfulness, fantasy and optimism of the American 

roadside. And it meant safety for the middle class traveler.” 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Christmas
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Musical_film
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Holiday_Inn_(film)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bing_Crosby
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bing_Crosby
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fred_Astaire
http://www.motelamericana.com/
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The Great Sign was brash, bold and a masterpiece. It is also, alas, extinct. The company ripped them 

down in a bid to be more “upscale”. 

Fifty years old this year, Holiday Inn is now a cultural 

touchstone without its icon. Few people recall the 

architecture, but everyone remembers the sign. Designed 

by the Cummings Company of Nashville, the signs were 

bright as blazes, built to be visible from Dwight 

Eisenhower’s new interstate highway system.	

Their marquees sported an emerald green curvilinear field 

with big white neon “HOLIDAY INN” done in casual script. 

This was affixed to a red pylon atop which a yellow star 

exploded its energy into the night. Meanwhile a winking 

Vegas-style arrow pointed tired travelers to the office while 

an illuminated window box below advertised rates and 

local gatherings such as “Opaloosa Elks Fish Fry” or 

“Welcome Burlington High Senior Prom.” The kinetic 

radiance turned the Great Sign into a symbol of American 

razzle-dazzle, for-sure-buddy-can-do optimism. 	

And it all started with a summer vacation from hell.	

In 1951, Kemmons Wilson took a family trip to Washington, 

D.C., and 

was appalled at the choice of fleabags on offer: Greasy 

motels, low-rent tourist camps and by-the-week 

boarding houses filled with persons of ill repute and 

encyclopedia salesmen.	

In 1982, the Great Signs came down…	
	

http://www.sjsu.edu/faculty/wooda/holidaygreatsign.jpeg
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SOURCE:   APR 29, 2002  ARTICLE “THE HOLIDAY INN SIGN” WRITTEN BY ANDREW NELSON (FOR SALON?) 

	

Exploding with color, optimism and razzle-dazzle, the now-extinct Holiday Inn "Great Sign" was a true 

design landmark of the American century.	

	

1950s-1970s	

Kemmons Wilson was inspired to build his own motel after being disappointed by poor quality and 

inconsistent roadside accommodations during a family road trip to Washington, D.C.	

In 1953, the company built its next three hotels, which, along with their first hotel, covered each 

approach to Memphis. The second motel was built on U.S. 51 South. It was followed by two more in 

1953, one on Highway 51 North, and another on U.S. 61. 	

	

The Thunderbird Motel	

"...and the carpet at the Thunderbird has a burn for every cowboy that got 

fenced in."	

Lyrics from song “Hold Steady” on the "Separation Sunday" album	

 

The Thunderbird represents a carefree time after the 

war, when young families were in search of fun and 

entertainment.	

The motels main competition was the Holiday Inn, 

which was erected in 1961 one mile east of the 

Thunderbird.  The Thunderbird also competed with 

the Howard Johnson motel and restaurant, built in 1963 

five miles west of the Thunderbird. It was demolished in the year 2000.	

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kemmons_Wilson
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Washington,_D.C.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Washington,_D.C.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Washington,_D.C.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/U.S._Route_51
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/U.S._Route_61
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Hold_Steady
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Separation_Sunday
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Holiday_Inn
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Howard_Johnson%27s
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Exterior 
The exterior of the Thunderbird is notable for its post-war 

architecture, including faux stone, tall white columns, and 

colorful brick. The exterior features several examples of 

the Thunderbird logo, most notable on its famous sign, 

which has stood since its opening. It features two arrows 

crisscrossing the sign, with the logo at the top and the 

marquee below. Standing adjacent to the sign is a totem pole. Both signs stand facing Interstate 494.  

The exterior also featured a giant fiberglass statue of an Indian, hand raised in salute. There is also a 

smaller metallic Indian statue and canon. Both statues were removed in the early spring of 2006. 

Interior	
The motel features numerous genuine and artificial Indian artifacts, and unique light fixtures that look 

like teepees but actually act as lights. The many artifacts include a stuffed wolf, tomahawks, 

and pictures. The motel has many amenities, such as the Bow and Arrow Coffee Shop, the Totem 

Pole Dining Room, and the Pow-Wow Cocktail Lounge, as well as an indoor pool.	

The motel also features "The Hall of Tribes", a mini-museum in the motel with rooms of the museum 

dedicated to different tribes. Some tribes represented include the Winnebago, the Miami, and 

the Dakota. 

 

	

 
Howard Johnson’s  	
 

Anyone remember the famous orange roof? 	

	

Howard Johnson's is a chain of hotels, motels and restaurants 

located primarily throughout the U.S. and Canada. Founded 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Brick
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Totem_pole
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Teepee
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wolf
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tomahawk_(axe)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Motel
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tribe
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ho-Chunk
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Miami
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sioux
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by Howard Johnson, it was the largest restaurant chain in the U.S. throughout the 1960s and 1970s, 

with more than 1,000 locations.	

	

In 1929, the first Howard Johnson's restaurant received an incredible break due to an unusual set of 

circumstances: The mayor of nearby Boston prohibited the production of Eugene O'Neill's play, 

Strange, from performing in his city. Rather than fight the Mayor, the theater 

moved the production to Quincy. The five-hour-long play was presented in two 

parts with a dinner break. The first Howard Johnson's restaurant happened to 

be near the theater; hundreds of influential Bostonians flocked to the 

restaurant. Through word of mouth, more Americans became familiar with 

Howard Johnson's. 	

 

The unique icons of orange roofs, cupolas, and weather vanes 

on Howard Johnson properties helped patrons identify the 

chain's restaurants and motels.  

The restaurant's trademark Simple Simon and the Pieman logo was created by artist John Alcott in 

the 1930’s and tops the motel’s signature swizzle sticks as shown here:	

By 1944, only 12 Howard Johnson's restaurants remained in business. The effects of war rationing 

had crippled the company. Johnson managed to maintain his business by serving commissary food to 

war workers and United States Army recruits.	

HoJo motor lodges used a lamplighter character lighting a lamppost with the Simple Simon character 

pointing to the light. 

	

By 1954, there were 400 Howard 

Johnson's restaurants in 32 states.	

In 1954, the company opened the first 

Howard Johnson's motor lodge 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Howard_Deering_Johnson
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Boston,_Massachusetts
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Eugene_O%27Neill
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Commissary
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in Savannah, Georgia. The restaurant's trademark Simple Simon and the Pieman was now 

joined by a lamplighter character in the firm's marketing of its motels.	

	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
RIPPED FROM THE PAGES OF PAST ISSUES	
	
Here’s a 1995 article on Howard Johnson’s (aka HoJo’s) with a list of swizzle sticks at the 
end.  Do any members have any of these? 
	
	

	
	
	
	

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Savannah,_Georgia
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JOIN THE CLUB	
	

The International Swizzle Stick Collectors Association (I.S.S.C.A.), founded in 1985 is 
the original Swizzle Stick Collectors Association.   
 
EMAIL PAM FOR MORE INFORMATION: pashlund@yahoo.com	
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